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Chapter 2

Research Method

2.1 Research Process and Methodology

This section describes the overarching research process and research methodology used
in the studies included in this thesis.

2.1.1 Overarching Research Process

Determining an appropriate research methodology is an important element in a research
study (Wedawatta et al. 2011). Collis and Hussey (2009) are defining a research
methodology as “the overall approach to the entire process of the research study”. This
includes the process that is followed and the methods that are used to answer the
research questions (Saunders et al. 2009).

Bailey and Handu (2012) defines research as “a systematic process based on the
scientific method that facilitates the identification of relationships and determination of
differences in order to answer a question”. The research process for this thesis is based
on the systematic process of moving from problem identification to validated solutions
over the studies included in the thesis:

· Exploration of problem domain: Exploration of problems and impediments related
to the problem statement and the research questions (stated in Section 1.3) based on
data collected from case study companies.

· Systematic literature review: Complete and exhaustive reviews of published
literature to investigate whether solutions related to the research question have been
presented in published literature.

· Providing a solution for a problem: Presenting methods, models or definitions which
provide solutions for problems relevant for the case study companies.

· Industrial validation of a solution: Validation of that the solutions delivers value to
the case study companies.

Table 1 shows how the different parts of the overarching research process was
included in the research studies which are presented in this thesis (described in Section
1.4). The table shows how the focus in the studies has shifted from studies primarily
exploring the problem domain, to studies which provide solutions for a problem
(following the increased maturity of understanding of the research field). The table
emphasizes the focus of each study, but should not be interpreted as something black
or white. Obviously, all studies started with a discussion of a problem as they define
the research question for the study. In the same way did all studies included a review
of published  literature (as described in Section 2.2.2) but the literature review itself
was a clear focus only in the studies reported in Chapters 7-10.
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Identify specific factors related to software-intensive
embedded systems (Chapter 3) x

Analyze correlation between scale and continuity of
continuous integration (Chapter 4) x

Analyze the importance of the build system
(Chapter 5) x

Identify continuous integration impediments
(Chapter 8) x

Investigate continuous integration behaviors in large-
scale projects (Chapter 6) x x

Propose definitions of continuous integration and
continuous delivery (Chapter 7) x x

Visualize continuous integration impediments
(Chapter 8) x x x

Describe how the continuous integration and delivery
pipeline should be designed (Chapter 9) x x x

Incorporate exploratory testing in the continuous
integration and delivery pipeline (Chapter 10) x x x

Table 1:    The flow in the studies in the thesis from a focus (marked with an
“x”) on exploration of the problem domain to focus on solutions with
industrial validation.

2.1.2 Research Methodology

Runeson and Höst (2009) state that different research methodologies serve different
purposes, and distinguish between four types of purposes for research based on
Robson’s (2002) classification:

· Exploratory – finding out what is happening, seeking new insights and generating
ideas and hypotheses for new research.

· Descriptive – portraying a situation or phenomenon.
· Explanatory – seeking an explanation of a situation or a problem, mostly but not

necessary in the form of a causal relationship.
· Improving – trying to improve a certain aspect of the studied phenomenon.
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The focus in the overarching research process has been to be improving, in order to
provide answers to the research questions described in Section 1.3.2. The research
studies included in this thesis were also exploratory and descriptive. The studies were
descriptive, as the results from the studies describe the ways of working in the case
study companies – often identifying roles or stakeholders, and presenting a flow of
activities. The studies were exploratory, as they isolated the mechanism involved –
often comparing the different case study companies. The studies were improving, as
they provided new models and methods which improve the studied phenomena
(validated in the case study companies). The studies cannot be seen as purely
explanatory, as isolation of specific factors and causal relationships often is problematic
(Runeson and Höst 2009). The study which analyzed the importance of the build system
(Chapter 5) could be seen as explanatory, as it is a pre- and post-event study. In the
same way, the study that was visualizing continuous integration impediments (Chapter
8) could also be seen as explanatory, since it discusses explanations for different
situations or problems. However, in both cases the studies did not result in any
statements regarding causation (as ambiguity about causal direction at the same time
must be seen as a threat to validation) which is considered to be characteristic for a
purely explanatory study (Runeson and Höst 2009).

The selected approach was primarily the participant observer (Robson and
McCartan 2016) as the researcher was also working full-time in industry in a senior
role. The participant observer approach allows the researcher to better understand the
phenomena and situations described by interviewees and workshop participants, due to
that the researcher has had similar experiences. Robson and McCartan state: “The task
of interpreting [social situations] can only be achieved through participation with those
involved.” The perspective has varied from complete participant to marginal participant
(Robson and McCartan 2016). The researcher’s role in the studies is best described as
complete participant during interviews with individuals from the researcher’s own
organization, and as marginal participant when interviewing individuals from other
companies included in the study. These different perspectives are described with other
terminology in other contexts, e.g. as insider vs. outsider (Lindbeck and Snower 1984).

Observational bias has been mitigated with observer triangulation in all studies:
researchers from different organizations have been involved in all studies and have
participated in research design and analysis of collected data, adding different
perspectives based on their own experiences (following the guidelines from Runeson
and Höst (2009) and Robson and McCartan (2016)).

2.2 Research Techniques

This section describes the research techniques used in the four steps of the research
process described in Section 2.1.1.

2.2.1 Exploration of Problem Domain

The data collected in the studies were both quantitative (measurements) and qualitative
(interview results). Quantitative data has been analyzed using statistics, while
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qualitative data has been analyzed using categorization and sorting (Runeson and Höst
2009). The studies were mostly based on qualitative data, as these in a better way can
be used to understand the developer behaviors (which often is the primary focus of the
study). This is also supported by Runeson and Höst (2009), who states that qualitative
data “provide a richer and deeper description” in case studies.

The interviews were conducted either as semi-structured interviews or (in one study)
as unstructured interviews according to the guidelines from Robson and McCartan
(2016). One of the studies was based on the authors’ own experiences from industry
projects. Table 2 shows how quantitative data (measurements), interviews and
experiences have been used for exploration of the problem domain.
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Identify specific factors related to software-intensive
embedded systems (Chapter 3) x

Analyze correlation between scale and continuity of
continuous integration (Chapter 4) x x

Analyze the importance of the build system
(Chapter 5) x x x

Identify continuous integration impediments
(Chapter 8) x

Investigate continuous integration behaviors in
large-scale projects (Chapter 6) x

Table 2:    Sources of data used for exploration of the problem domain
in the studies.

Some of the questions in the interview guides were designed as open-ended
questions, resulting in interview responses including a large amount of statements and
comments. The interview results were then analyzed based on thematic coding analysis
as described by Robson and McCartan (2016), outlined in the following bullets:

· Familiarizing with the data: Reading and re-reading the transcripts, noting down
initial ideas.
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· Generating initial codes: Extracts from the transcripts are marked and coded in a
systematic fashion across the entire data set.

· Identifying themes: Collating codes into potential themes, gathering all data relevant
to each potential theme. Checking if the themes work in relation to the coded extracts
and the entire data set. Revising the initial codes and/or themes if necessary.

· Constructing thematic networks: Developing a thematic ‘map’ of the analysis.
· Integration and interpretation: Making comparisons between different aspects of the

data displayed in networks (clustering and counting statements and comments,
attempting to discover the factors underlying the process under investigation,
exploring for contrasts and comparisons). Revising the thematic map if necessary.
Assessing the quality of the analysis.

The process was conducted iteratively to increase the quality of the analysis. The
remaining themes were then described, with representative quotes selected from the
transcripts included in the descriptions. Special attention was paid to outliers
(interviewee comments that do not fit into the overall pattern) according to the
guidelines from Robson and McCartan (2016) in order to strengthen the explanations
and isolate the mechanisms involved.

2.2.2 Systematic Literature Review

All studies included in this thesis included a review of relevant books and research
papers in order to examine material relevant for the study (referred to as a narrative
review by Robson and McCartan (2016)).

Three of the studies aimed at a more complete and exhaustive review of published
literature related to the study, which was then carried out as systematic literature
reviews according to the guidelines established by Kitchenham (2004). One study
(including a high number of publications) utilized a systematic mapping study
according to the guidelines from Petersen et al. (2008), followed by a more in-depth
review of relevant papers. Table 3 shows how a systematic mapping study, narrative
reviews and systematic literature reviews have been used in the studies which had a
clear focus on reviewing published literature (as one step of the selected research
design).

Systematic literature reviews according to Kitchenham (2004) were used in several
of the studies included in this thesis to investigate whether solutions related to the
research question of a study have been presented in published literature. As a first step,
a review protocol was created, containing the question driving the review and the
review’s inclusion and exclusion criteria. The stages of a review, according to the
guidelines from Kitchenham (2004), were:

· Identification of research: Iterative analysis of title, abstract and keywords of
publications from trial searches using various combinations of search terms.

· Selection of primary studies: Exclusion of e.g. duplicates and conference
proceedings summaries.
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· Study quality assessment: The relevance of the selected research papers is assessed
in a first review of each paper, and papers considered to be not relevant were
excluded.

· Data extraction & monitoring: Characteristics and content of the remaining research
papers are documented in an iterative process.

· Data synthesis: The results from the review are collated and summarized.
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Propose definitions of continuous integration and continuous
delivery (Chapter 7) x x

Visualize continuous integration impediments
(Chapter 8) x x

Describe how the continuous integration and delivery pipeline
should be designed (Chapter 9) x x

Incorporate exploratory testing in the continuous
integration and delivery pipeline (Chapter 10) x x

Table 3:    Methods used when reviewing published literature.

2.2.3 Providing a Solution for a Problem

The solutions provided in the articles included in this thesis can be described as a
definition, a model or a method. Table 4 summarizes the types of solutions provided by
the articles included in this thesis.

A definition provides a description of the features and limits of something. The
research study presented in Chapter 6 (investigating continuous integration behaviors
in large-scale projects) did not provide a new definition, but an interpretation for large-
scale systems of what is seen as the established definition of continuous integration. A
model provides a representation of a phenomenon or of how something works. A
method provides a particular way of doing something.

Threats to construct validity, internal validity and external validity were considered
in all studies according to the guidelines provided by Robson and McCartan (2016).
Chapter 7 only includes a general discussion of validity (focused on construct validly)
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as this study (proposing definitions of continuous integration and continuous delivery)
primarily consisted of a literature review.

Study Type of solution
Investigate continuous integration behav-
iors in large-scale projects (Chapter 6)

Interpretation (for large-scale systems) of the
established definition

Propose definitions of continuous integra-
tion and continuous delivery (Chapter 7)

Definitions

Visualize continuous integration impedi-
ments (Chapter 8)

Model (the EMFIS model)

Describe how the continuous integration
and delivery pipeline should be designed
(Chapter 9)

Model (the TAS model)

Incorporate exploratory testing in the
continuous integration and delivery pipe-
line (Chapter 10)

Method (test method for exploratory testing of
large-scale systems)

Table 4:    Types of solutions provided in the studies.

The interview guide used in the development of the Test Activity Stakeholders
model was designed with a question resulting in interview responses including a large
amount of statements and comments. The interview results were then analyzed based
on thematic coding analysis in the same way as described in Section 2.2.1.

2.2.4 Industrial Validation of a Solution

All of the solutions provided in the studies were validated in different ways. To provide
external validation, the companies involved in the validation were always different
from the companies involved in the primary studies. Triangulation was used to increase
the precision of the validation. Four different types of triangulation may be applied
according to Robson and McCartan (2016):

· Data triangulation – The use of more than one method of data collection (e.g.
observation, interviews, documents).

· Observer triangulation – Using more than one observer in the study.
· Methodological triangulation – Combining qualitative and quantitative approaches.
· Theory triangulation – Using multiple theories or perspectives.

Following the guidelines from Robson and McCartan (2016) and Runeson and Höst
(2009), the validation in the studies included in this thesis was conducted based on
primarily a combination of data triangulation and methodological triangulation:
comparison with literature, quantitative data, semi-structured interviews and
workshops. Observer triangulation has been used at workshops and during the analysis
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of quantitative data and interview results. Table 5 summarizes how different types of
methods were used to achieve data and methodological triangulation in the validation.

The interview guide used during the validation of the test method for exploratory
testing of large-scale systems was designed with a question resulting in interview
responses including a large amount of statements and comments. The interview results
were then analyzed based on thematic coding analysis in the same way as described in
Section 2.2.1.
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Visualize continuous integration impediments
(Chapter 8) x x x

Describe how the continuous integration and delivery
pipeline should be designed (Chapter 9) x x x

Incorporate exploratory testing in the continuous
integration and delivery pipeline (Chapter 10) x x x

Table 5:    Methods used to achieve data and methodological triangulation
during validation in the studies.

2.3 Applicability

The research studies included in this thesis were generally based on different types of
data from case study companies, which develop large-scale software-intensive
embedded systems (software systems combined with electronic and mechanical
systems). However, the studies focused on different research questions, which also
affects the applicability of each study.

Table 6 summarizes the context (depending on the case study companies) and the
applicability (depending of the research question) of each study. The table shows that
the results from the studies are primarily applicable to large-scale software-intensive
embedded systems. The results from three of the studies are applicable to all types of
large-scale software systems (not limited to large-scale software-intensive embedded
systems), and one study is applicable to all types of software systems (not limited to
large-scale).
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Identify specific factors related
to software-intensive embedded
systems (Chapter 3)

Large-scale software-inten-
sive embedded systems
(two case study companies)

x

Analyze correlation between
scale and continuity of continu-
ous integration (Chapter 4)

Large-scale software-inten-
sive embedded systems
(five case study companies)

x x

Analyze the importance of the
build system (Chapter 5)

Large-scale software-inten-
sive embedded systems
(one case study company)

x x

Identify continuous integration
impediments (Chapter 8)

Large-scale software-inten-
sive embedded systems
(two case study companies)

x

Investigate continuous integra-
tion behaviors in large-scale
projects (Chapter 6)

Large-scale software-inten-
sive embedded systems
(two case study companies)

x x

Propose definitions of continu-
ous integration and continuous
delivery (Chapter 7)

General (literature study)
x x x

Visualize continuous integra-
tion impediments (Chapter 8)

Large-scale software-inten-
sive embedded systems (six
case study companies)

x

Describe how the continuous
integration and delivery pipe-
line should be designed
(Chapter 9)

Large-scale software-inten-
sive embedded systems
(four case study companies) x

Incorporate exploratory testing
in the continuous integration
and delivery pipeline
(Chapter 10)

Large-scale software-inten-
sive embedded systems
(one case study company) x

Table 6:    Context and applicability of the results from the research studies
included in the thesis.
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2.4 Summary

The research studies presented in this thesis were exploratory, descriptive and
explanatory. The research techniques primarily used in the studies are:

· Systematic literature review (Kitchenham 2004) which is used to investigate whether
solutions have been presented  in published literature.

· Thematic coding analysis (Robson and McCartan 2016) which is used to analyze
data collected from the interviews.

· Data and methodological triangulation (Robson and McCartan 2016, Runeson and
Höst 2009) which is used to increase the precision of the validation of a solution.

The selected approach in the research studies was primarily the participant observer
(Robson and McCartan 2016). This is based on that the researcher was also working
full-time in industry in a senior role. From the participant observer perspective, the
researcher can better understand the phenomena and situations described by
interviewees and workshop participants due to that the researcher has had similar
experiences. These circumstances has often been a catalyst in the research studies,
increasing speed and quality of the results from the studies.

The following chapters (Chapter 3-10) present the studies included in this thesis
according to the structure described in Section 1.4. The thesis is then concluded in
Chapter 11 with answers to research questions and a summary of threats to validity.
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